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This report was created in partnership

with, and commissioned by, Friends of
Chinatown Toronto to research and

document the patterns of

neighbourhood change, gentrification,

and displacement within the Downtown

Chinatown community. In recent years,

the community has identified an urgent

need to address the loss of affordable

housing, culturally competent

businesses, and similar assets valued by

the culturally unique community of

Downtown Chinatown. 

The objective of this project is to gather

sentiments about neighbourhood

change in Downtown Chinatown and

formalize them in a planning rationale

that advocates for increased Community

Control. Using multiple research

methods, with a particular focus on key

informant interviews, we identified

several key findings that serve this

purpose.

The first finding locates a progressive

social movement in Downtown

Chinatown, led by Friends of Chinatown

(FOCT), within a broader political

context. In particular, we identify

Chinatown’s history of community

solidarity, the ongoing claims groups

have made for the representation of

Chinatown, and FOCT’s emerging role as

a grassroots leader in the Chinatown

community. 

Second, interview responses echo

empirical data which finds an

accelerating trend of gentrification

pressures, represented most recently by

a 13 storey mixed-use development at

315-325 Spadina Avenue that remains

heavily criticized by the community

and exemplifies what is to come for

future development in the area.

Our third finding qualifies the need for

the Downtown Chinatown community

to intervene in the current trend of

neighbourhood change. Respondents

overwhelmingly agree that

Chinatown’s unique socio-cultural

assets are vital to its existing

community, and that these businesses

are disproportionately erased through

gentrification. 

Finally, we find that current

stakeholders show broad support for a

community land trust movement.

However, there remains uncertainty

about how the needs of a diverse

Downtown Chinatown community will

be represented through the

community land trust model.  

Based on our findings we have

established a set of recommendations

which inform next steps for FOCT’s

vision of a community land trust. Our

recommendations call for further

efforts in coalition building, political

education and participatory planning

in the medium- to long-term, as well

as a set of directives the community

can use to address pressing short-term

policy and redevelopment issues. 

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y



We produced this work for, in and

about Tkaronto (Toronto; “the meeting

place”). The University of Toronto and

Downtown Chinatown are situated on

Indigenous lands of many First

Nations, including the Huron-Wendat,

the Seneca, and most recently, the

Mississauga's of the Credit First Nation.

Today, this meeting place is still the

home to many Indigenous people

from across Turtle Island.

As students and researchers of urban

planning and geography who are

situated on expropriated Indigenous

land, we wish to acknowledge that our

professions and areas of research have

and continue to play active roles in the

dispossession of Indigenous peoples

and the entrenchment of the settler-

colonial state. We are grateful to have

the opportunity to work on this land

and understand that as uninvited

people, we also share an obligation

towards upholding The Dish with One

Spoon wampum agreement and

Treaty 13 in our own lives.
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For the Chinatown community,

change has been constant. Key equity

issues such as the lack of affordable

housing and the displacement of

culturally competent institutions

increasingly threatens the fabric of

inclusive values within Chinatown.

These values have been instilled

through decades of Chinatown’s role

as a place for working class

immigrants from around the world in

Toronto. While the future of

Chinatown may be one of

unavoidable change, there is reason

to be optimistic about the nature of

coming changes. Can this be a

Chinatown which places its fate in the

hands of a new generation of

community advocates?

As a volunteer-led grassroots

movement advocating for a

progressive and inclusive future in

Chinatown, Friends of Chinatown

Toronto (FOCT) have led an organized

response to the recent increase in

gentrification pressures in the

Chinatown community. With the goal

of ensuring that Chinatown has a say

in preserving a neighbourhood that is

accessible and inclusive for low

income and working-class groups.

While there is much work that is

being done in reaction to specific

proposals, such as resisting public

security camera programs and

organizing community awareness of

upcoming developments, FOCT has

identified a need to build proactive

strategies for greater Community

Control. It is in this context that this

report was commissioned.

The broad goal of this project is to

examine current patterns of

neighbourhood change, and engage

community stakeholders, to

recommend a set of appropriate

community-control strategies and

mechanisms for housing and racial

justice in Chinatown. This report is a

preliminary exploration into the

planning context for a Downtown

Chinatown Community land trust

(DCCLT). We consider this to be a

collaborative project with the

Chinatown community. It is an exercise

in reflecting and formally documenting

the already existing collective

knowledge of the Chinatown

community. To readers that are less

familiar with Toronto’s Chinatown and

FOCT’s work, we hope that this report

will expand the mainstream concept of

what constitutes planning, and who

gets to do community planning. We

hope it inspires you to join the vision

for an inclusive future for Chinatown.

Rather than simply state every finding

from our research, we have decided to

focus on the key themes and topics

within those findings. We have done

this to tell a story from Chinatown’s

past, to its present, and the

opportunities it has in its future. The

following sections are organized into

four main themes that were extracted

from our findings: 

1. Locating Chinatown 2. Changing
Chinatown 3. Valuing Chinatown and

4. Chinatown Land Trust

How to read this report

1
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We used multiple research methods

to inform this report. The centerpiece

of our process is the interviews with

members of the Chinatown

community. The findings from these

interviews drove the themes of our

findings and prompted us to do

further data analysis and background

research. This included policy analysis,

media analysis, demographic analysis,

and development analysis. In turn, as

our analysis concurrently progressed

while interviews were being

conducted, emerging findings also

influenced the questions we included

in later interviews. Below is a brief

overview of what each of these

research methods looked like. 

Key informant Interviews: Semi-

structured interviews were conducted

with Chinatown community

members, which included a

Chinatown historian, business owners,

community arts organizations, City

staff, a councillor, and a member from

the BIA (Business Improvement

Associations). These interviews were

loosely structured with open ended

questions/prompts that inquired

about the broad themes of

neighbourhood change,

consequences of these changes, and

how they envision Community

Control in the future of Chinatown.

We felt that our interviewees were a

diverse and important batch of

connectors for coalition building. Not

only did we seek some initial

guidance from FOCT, but we went to

every interview with the

understanding that the people we 

were talking to were not only

Chinatown stakeholders, but folks that

could support further coalition

building, which is vital to and reflective

of many of our recommendations. 

Policy Analysis: Existing state

planning policy frameworks relevant to

Chinatown, and broader community

planning reports were reviewed to

better understand past policies that

created today’s conditions, current

trends in planning and future

opportunities to support Community

Control organizing for Downtown

Chinatown. This included zoning-by-

law, official plan policy, and design

guidelines. We also considered a range

of policy frameworks beyond the City

of Toronto’s planning system. This

included reports from monumental

documents such as the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission's Calls to

Action, to grassroots People’s Plans in

other jurisdictions such as those of the

Chinatown Community land trust in

Boston and New York. These

unconventional policies greatly

enriched our assessment of planning

trends for the DCCLT to consider.

key informant - people with first-hand

knowledge; a way to say "interviewee"

neighbourhood change - a physical,

economic, social, and cultural shift as a

result of upper-income groups

displacing working class residents in a

neighbourhood; also: gentrification

2
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Media Analysis: Our media analysis

was structured around a systematic

search for articles that included the

term ‘Chinatown’ published by CBC

Toronto and the Toronto Star within

the past 10 years. This was meant to

proxy a mainstream perception of

Chinatown’s issues and which voices

dominate narratively via media. From

there we discovered specific issues

and incidents in recent years that we

continued to find further reporting

and informed our interview questions. 

Analysis of Chinatown
Demographics: Demographic data

from Statistics Canada Census Data

(2006 and 2016) were compiled to

assess Chinatown’s population

growth, household income,

homeownership, ethnicity, and

education compared to Toronto

citywide data. The City of Toronto’s

Neighbourhood profile summaries

over time were also used to help

understand the demographic pattern

of the Kensington-Chinatown

neighbourhood.

Analysis of the Patterns of
Development: To establish a set of

descriptive criteria that identify

potential property types most at risk

of imminent redevelopment that may

cause displacement in Chinatown, a

general analysis of patterns brought 

M E T H O D S

forth in our interviews was conducted.

This was done by a combined review of

databases from the City of Toronto, real

estate portals, precedent from other

anti-displacement organizing, and

academic articles. Findings from this

analysis can help community

organizers and community developers

predict when and where to organize in

various ways, including through various

Community Control strategies.

community control - community

ownership & governance of local

assets - this can mean property,

businesses, and organizations, so that

assets are ‘rooted in place’ and not at

risk of leaving the community.

people's plan - an emerging term for

community led planning and

engagement outside of conventional

planning systems.

community land trust - a non-for-

profit model that takes land off the

market for the long-term use for low-

income people (or the community).

The buildings on that land, such as

housing, gardens, parks, or stores, are

governed by the the land trust.

3



Context Area (Downtown Chinatown, 2020)
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In order to understand how downtown

Chinatown is changing, we must first

understand its unique history and

place FOCT’s work in a historical

context. And while Chinatown’s history

in Toronto is complex and storied, we

will focus on the elements that we

found relevant in the context of our

project’s goals and research findings.

Let us begin by discussing what we

mean by ‘Chinatown’ for this project. 

Spadina and Dundas:

Downtown Chinatown

Colloquially, the intersection of two

major avenues Spadina Avenue and

Dundas Street West is agreed upon as

the heart of Downtown Chinatown

(sometimes referred to as West

Chinatown) today. However, our team

did not find any existing data

regarding where Toronto’s community

extends their mental boundary of

Downtown Chinatown. To our

knowledge, no ‘map of Chinatown’

exists in the public domain. A recently

initiated City of Toronto ‘Chinatown

study’ approximates their study

boundaries as: Spadina Avenue from

College Street to Queen Street and

Dundas Street from Beverley Street to

Cameron Street (City of Toronto, 2019).

F I N D I N G S

Friends of Chinatown Toronto (2020)

has organized with the working

assumption that Downtown

Chinatown is bounded by College

Street to the North; McCaul to the

East; Augusta Avenue to the West; and

Sullivan Street to the South. Our

project adopts Friends of Chinatown’s

(FOCT’s) neighbourhood boundary as

this project’s definition of Downtown

Chinatown and proposes that future

community organizing within the

planning system come to a consensus

around the community’s own

definition of downtown Chinatown for

strength in unity.

Locating Chinatown1.

“…Chinatown sort of a

first gathering place

where new Canadians

and people of Chinese

descent go to find a little

more of home, place to

belong, food...."

- Emily, community

member
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https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2019/te/bgrd/backgroundfile-140834.pdf
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What is a ‘neighbourhood’?

When interacting with the City of

Toronto, it is important to note that

there may be different meanings

behind the word ‘neighbourhood’.

From the perspective of the City of

Toronto, there are 140 official

neighbourhoods and Chinatown sits

within the one named ‘Kensington-

Chinatown’ which is part of the City’s

Ward 10 & 11. These boundaries exist, in

part for the sake of providing consistent

wellbeing and population census data

in Toronto to compare across time. For

the rest of this report, where we simply

state ‘neighbourhood’ we mean the

everyday understanding of the

Chinatown neighbourhood as

described above rather than

Kensington-Chinatown’. 

Lack of formal recognition

For community organizers, the fact

that the City and by extension the

Canadian state has not formally had a

way to identify and understand

downtown Chinatown uniquely within

its planning system is critical.  This

means that Chinatown will always be

split between different political

representation in the mainstream and

meaningfully alters the power

dynamics organizers face when

advocating for Chinatown’s

community. We also find that formal

census data regarding Chinatown

collected by various levels of Canadian

governments over time are never

precise enough to represent the acute

needs and unique factors affecting this

area.

City’s Official Neighbourhood Boundary of “Kensington-Chinatown” & Ward Boundary, 2020
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There are many parallels between

Kensington Market’s fight against

community displacement with the

movement FOCT is now building. We

recommend that these communities

continue to reach across Spadina and

build solidarity in their shared struggles

against community displacement.

Long-standing Solidarity

Chinatown’s working-class community

has long standing histories of

community solidarity that are relevant

to consider as we look towards

building a progressive and inclusive

future for Downtown Chinatown. In

Chinese-Canadian oral history, injured

Chinese railroad workers, who worked

in deplorable and extremely hazardous

conditions for the Canadian Pacific

Railway company, were often left to die

on the side of the tracks while the

remaining work crew was forced to

move on. As it is seldom told, it was

Indigenous peoples and communities

who would provide care and medicines

for these injured workers or otherwise

provide them a dignified burial

(Canadian Chinese National Council -

Toronto Chapter, 2020).

Some of the most significant planning

policies to consider for the Downtown

Chinatown Community land trust

project regarding Indigenous

sovereignty and the Chinatown

community’s relationship with

Indigenous lands are the Dish with One

Spoon wampum agreement, Treaty 13

‘The Toronto Purchase’, the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to

Action, and the Yellowhead Institute’s

Land Back red paper.

Kensington hyphen Chinatown

Most commonly, Kensington Market to

the west, shares a place in official data

with Chinatown and therefore the

situation in Kensington Market tangibly

impacts decisions regarding systemic

funding and policies that are shared

between both distinctive

neighbourhoods. However strongly they

are linked on paper, it has not always

been the case that these two

neighbourhoods have found opportunity

to work in solidarity. 

Today, the Kensington Market

community has been a key resource and

ally is sharing knowledge and helping to

raise community awareness, Friends of

Kensington Market (FOKM) came

together in 2017 compared to Friends of

Chinatown Toronto which launched their

first public campaign in 2019. Most

significant to the Downtown Chinatown

Community land trust project, is the

knowledge shared from FOKM organizers

regarding their own successful

Kensington Market Community land trust

initiative.

Another important planning study to

follow is the Kensington Market -

Heritage Conservation District study that

was initiated in 2016, after successful

advocacy towards Toronto’s heritage

planning systems. Given that Toronto City

Council adopted a ‘study area bylaw’ for

the area, demolition or removal of

commercial and mixed-use buildings in

the Kensington Market neighbourhood

are prohibited for a period of one year.

This may be a route that FOCT can

consider adopting for temporary

protections to threatened businesses. 
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https://www.ccnctoronto.ca/
https://nandogikendan.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/69b9f-23-2-simpson.pdf
http://mncfn.ca/torontopurchase/
http://trc.ca/assets/pdf/Calls_to_Action_English2.pdf
https://redpaper.yellowheadinstitute.org/
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/planning-studies-initiatives/kensington-market-heritage-conservation-district-plan/
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It is vital that a proposal for this land

trust initiative consider how it will

reciprocate this inherited history of

solidarity and reconcile the Chinatown

community’s role in the active

dispossession of Indigenous peoples

from Indigenous land.

Despite the Canadian state’s and the

City of Toronto’s violation of both the

wampum agreement and the

conditions of Treaty 13, the Chinatown

community can choose to build an

reciprocal relationship with the terms

of these settler-first nation agreements

and ensure they are built into guiding

principles for the Downtown

Community land trust. FOCT’s existing

advocacy work in other realms of

Community Control such as

community safety in the form of

opposition to security cameras in

Chinatown’s public spaces as a

carceral response within the City of

Toronto’s planning system form a

strong foundation to build future

guiding principles for addressing this

broadly.

One of the earliest documented

histories of solidarity within Toronto’s

planning system between the Chinese

and Black community dates to 1902.

Despite intense racism and unjust

immigration systems, the community

of Chinese workers had grown to 100

Chinese-run laundries operating in

Toronto, enough that the Laundries

Association would list.

Chinese-run’ laundries separately in

their business directly from others. The

City's Property Committee approved a

license fee of $50 to target the Chinese

community. Alderman William Peyton

Hubbard, Toronto’s first African

Canadian councilperson worked

against this ‘fee’ and proposed

amendments that resulted in the fee

being reduced to a range of $5 to $20.

(City of Toronto, n.d.)

List of Chinese Laundries, 1908 
(City of Toronto/Library and Archives Canada)

https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/accountability-operations-customer-service/access-city-information-or-records/city-of-toronto-archives/using-the-archives/research-by-topic/chinese-history-in-toronto/
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/accountability-operations-customer-service/access-city-information-or-records/city-of-toronto-archives/using-the-archives/research-by-topic/chinese-history-in-toronto/


and how disparate the goals of

community organizing are.

Who represents Chinatown?

Various groups have claimed to stand for

Chinatown over the years, and this space

has always been a constant negotiation

of disparate community values. However,

over time groups that traditionally have

represented the most vulnerable in

Chinatown’s community, such as family

associations, workers unions, and tenants'

rights groups have faded from public

advocacy roles or shifted their priorities.

Now the dominant voices that claim to

represent Chinatown are overwhelmingly

business associations and landlords. The

Chinatown BIA, which has structural

funding from the City of Toronto’s much

lauded citywide BIA program, explicitly

represents business owners and property

owners. 

While businesses are sometimes tenants

in Chinatown, it is necessary to explicitly

acknowledge that there are uneven

power dynamics present which

disproportionately centre the voices of

those with wealth and social capital in

the mainstream Toronto dialogue. Small

businesses, while a core backbone of the

community is often also in the awkward

position of being the bosses of low wage

work in the community, often in conflict

with those seeking improvements to

working conditions in local employment.

Therefore, it is timely that FOCT joins this

chorus with a dedicated focus on

inclusion of seniors, street vendors,

tenants and workers who all equally

deserve a right to the future of

Chinatown.

Foreground for an inclusive

Chinatown project

However, recent high-profile incidents of

conflict within Chinatown perpetrated

within the Chinatown community

highlight the tip of the iceberg of deeply

held anti-Black racism within

Chinatown’s Asian community broadly.

Two interview respondents recalled the

profiling and subsequent citizen’s

arrest/kidnapping of a Black man at

Lucky Moose was a point of division

between communities, drawing political

endorsements (CBC) and significant

media coverage as found in our media

analysis (Toronto Star, Toronto Life). It will

be important to clearly differentiate the

Downtown Chinatown Community land

trust’s guiding values to build a base of

support while bearing the name of

‘Chinatown’, which may have traumatic

connotations to those excluded by

Chinatown.

In contrast to the progressive and

inclusive politics that FOCT espouses,

other major Chinatown groups such as

the BIA and family associations actively

advocate for the exclusion of other

marginalized communities from

Chinatown. In another well covered

incident, the BIA led an organized

campaign with noticeably male and

senior business owners called ‘Chinatown

NO YSM Here’ in response to the Yonge

Street Mission locating a new service for

street youth in Chinatown (Toronto Star).

In fact, during an interview for this

project, Tonny Chen (Chair of BIA) stated

that “they behave now because we told

them they would not be welcome here”.

Therefore, there are great divides within

the Chinatown community leadership 
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/lucky-moose-remains-focal-point-for-politicians-1.1090996
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2009/09/27/chinatown_grocer_accused_of_assault_a_victim_kenney.html
https://torontolife.com/city/convicted-shoplifter-banned-from-chinatown-and-kensington-market/
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2009/09/27/chinatown_grocer_accused_of_assault_a_victim_kenney.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2009/09/27/chinatown_grocer_accused_of_assault_a_victim_kenney.html
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/commentary/2016/01/07/chinatown-should-welcome-homeless-youth-with-open-heart-cole.html
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/commentary/2016/01/07/chinatown-should-welcome-homeless-youth-with-open-heart-cole.html


Is Chinatown Only Chinese?

The first Chinese resident was recorded

in the City directory in late 1800, with

very gradual population growth until the

1900s. Now, according to the latest

census data for Kensington Chinatown,

more than half of the population (60.3%)

was made up of Visible minority groups

(Statistics Canada, 2016) which is 10%

higher than the City of Toronto. 13.3% of

Kensington-Chinatown spoke neither

English nor French compared to the

citywide rate of 4.9%. The 3 top non-

English mother tongue  and home

languages  are Mandarin, Cantonese and

Vietnamese. This corresponds with the

comments of many community

informants who indicated that

Chinatown, while bearing China in the

name and being obviously dominated by

Chinese speaking individuals, has always

been a place for a diverse group of

displaced histories from all over the

world. Even within the term ‘Chinese’ is a

highly heterogeneous group of people

who came from different parts of the

world, living in different parts of Toronto.

According to Chinatown historian and

award-winning librarian Arlene Chan:

"Their faces are Chinese, but they speak

with varying languages, accents, and

dialects from around the world." (2012). 

Not Our First Chinatown

Those familiar with other Chinatowns in

cities around the world may be surprised

to learn that there are multiple

Chinatowns in Toronto, or question why

we must specify that this project focuses

on Downtown Chinatown. In fact, there

was a well-defined and centralized First

Chinatown in Toronto, which was 

centered on Elizabeth Street. However

Chinese businesses and residents were

constantly displaced by

redevelopment. First from York Street,

then to Queen Street, then north

towards Dundas Street West (Chan,

2011). Then in 1958, without any

consultation with the Chinese

residents, two-thirds of Chinatown

were expropriated for today’s new City

Hall and Nathan Phillips Square.

Despite an organized protest, sit in and

public campaign by the Save

Chinatown committee led by Jean

Lumb, the city went ahead with this

plan.

“… they speak with

varying languages,

accents, and dialects

from around the world.”

- Arlene Chan, Chinatown

historian and author, 2012
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"Help Save Chinatown" Toronto 1969 Poster
 

https://www.toronto.ca/ext/sdfa/Neighbourhood%20Profiles/pdf/2016/pdf1/cpa78.pdf
https://open.library.ubc.ca/cIRcle/collections/59585/items/1.0103074
http://www.myseumoftoronto.com/programming/toronto-first-chinatown/
http://www.myseumoftoronto.com/programming/toronto-first-chinatown/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CHlRUQngHGU/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CHlRUQngHGU/


Many businesses and residents moved

to where Downtown Chinatown is now.

This means that compared to other

neighbourhoods and communities in

Toronto which have not had a

significant history of displacement by

the force of redevelopment, Chinatown

has had less time to establish its

institutions, its architectural identity,

and had little choice or ability to

advocate for their community’s future

within Toronto’s planning systems. In a

FOCT town hall event that our team

attended as part of our research

project, members of the FOCT

community expressed envy towards

event attendees from Los Angeles and

Vancouver who they perceived to have

a stronger foundation of

intergenerational culture compared to

Toronto’s Chinatown.

A Chinatown That Looks Like

No Other

For this reason, Toronto’s Chinatowns

have a displacement induced

architectural reset point that occurred

in the early 60s, a significantly later

date than when most other

Chinatowns in the world established

their deliberate and overtly ‘Chinese’

architectural character. For example,

San Fransisco’s Chinatown was

famously rebuilt after the 1906

earthquake and fire in a “Sino-

architectural vernacular, strategically

designed to appeal to tourists”.Often in

response to being stigmatized by the

white, middle and upper class of

consumers as unsanitary or undesirable

areas of their city’s respective

downtowns, North American

Chinatowns have resourcefully 

Chinese Population in Toronto
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translated the visual identity of their

neighbourhood throughout their

histories.

Now over time, the extravagant

Chinatown gates around the world and

the vibrancy of this distinct Chinatown-

style architecture is increasingly

nostalgic and valued for its photogenic,

visually stimulating attributes. This has

often formed the basis of any

character-based or heritage-based

protection policy for Chinatowns

against developments as it is purpose-

built to be understandable and

valuable to a mainstream western

audience. Toronto’s Chinatowns have

never been presented with the

opportunity to engage with such

tactics at a similar scale to other

Chinatowns. The few buildings that did

prominently display this type of

Chinese characteristic, such as the

Bright Pearl restaurant have also

already been lost to redevelopment

with only one lion of the pair

remaining. In a CBC media article

Arlene Chan was also quoted saying

that this is a disrespectful reminder of

the nature of change in Chinatown.

Sadly, this building, which is no longer

under Community Control, now sits

vacant as a ‘grey cube’, (Amy Lam in

the CBC, 2019) 

Vague sino-architectural

form does not a Chinatown

make

When failing to find pathways to

protect the people of Chinatown from

displacement, Chinatown organizers

around the world have often resorted

to protecting the buildings and 
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architecture of Chinatown as a proxy.

This avenue is even less available to

Toronto, not because it has any less

valuable or rich of a community history,

or as critical of a concentration of

culturally competent businesses, but

because it is not understandable in the

same way to the narrow definitions of

mainstream architectural form-based

character arguments. Yet this type of

character-based advocacy work is still

active in Toronto, albeit championed

by sporadic and disparate community

groups. In July of 2019, the current

Mayor of Toronto, John Tory passed a

motion establishing a city staff working

group to work with the Toronto

Chinatown Gate Heritage Association

on a feasibility and implementation

strategy for the Chinatown Gates. (City

of Toronto, 2019)

Former Bright Pearl Restaurant

Bright Pearl After Renovation

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/chinatown-toronto-gentrification-1.5162626
https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2019/mm/bgrd/backgroundfile-135991.pdf
https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2019/mm/bgrd/backgroundfile-135991.pdf


Broader connection to other

Chinatowns

Progressive Chinatown organizations

around the world are beginning to share

strategies and organize their

communities in a coordinated fashion.

All share a broadly similar history and

serve similar community needs with

seniors, workers and immigrants being

the center of their focus. FOCT came

together after several Toronto Chinatown

artists attended the Coast-to-Coast

Chinatowns Against Displacement

Network meeting in New York, a group

formed in 2019 with attendees from

Boston, New York, Seattle, Los Angeles,

Vancouver, and Toronto coming together

to fight gentrification and strengthen

grassroots power in Chinatowns across

North America.

committed to addressing the issue of

gentrification through neighbourhood

organizing across North America. Their

core theory of change is to build power

with low-income AAPI residents and

youth who have been directly

impacted by displacement.

During this project we were invited,

along with FOCT to join a newly

established network of anti-

displacement organizers named the

#OurNeighbourhoods coalition, a

network of Asian American and Pacific

Islander (AAPI) grassroots organizations 

Therefore, the emergence of FOCT and

the rationale for a Downtown

Chinatown Community land trust

should not be understood merely

within the context of Toronto, but in

confluence with a rise in knowledge

sharing, broad based civic

engagement, cultural inclusion and

shared inspiration for the possibility of

Community Control across young

progressive communities inheriting

their unique legacies of Chinatowns,

Punjabi Markets, Little Tokyos, K-Towns,

and more.

Coast to Coast Chinatowns Against Displacement
Meeting 2020, Photo Courtesy of Nat Lowe

Coast to Coast Chinatowns Against Displacement
Meeting 2020, Photo Courtesy of Nat Lowe
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https://www.facebook.com/events/chinatowns-in-seattle-san-francisco-los-angeles-philadelphia-new-york-city-montr/coast-to-coast-chinatowns-against-displacement-week-of-action/444350543023412/
https://www.aapineighborhoods.org/


FRIENDS OF CHINATOWN TORONTO

Friends of Chinatown Toronto or “FOCT” is a grassroots group

comprised of artists, architects, writers, journalists, business

owners, residents and community activists fighting for

community-controlled affordable housing, economic justice,

and racial justice in Toronto’s Downtown Chinatown. Its

advocacy centres the needs and voices of working class,

senior, and immigrant communities who rely on Toronto’s

downtown Chinatown for cultural and economic resources

that are unique to the neighbourhood. Our mission is to build

community power and resist displacement through political

education, intergenerational collaboration, coalition-building,

and community-based art. We aim to represent, build,

preserve and honour the memory and future of Chinatown

and its community members as an integral piece of Toronto’s

legacy.” 

- Friends of Chinatown Toronto, 2020 

Chinese Concentration and Chinatowns in Toronto
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A core component of our project’s goal

was to capture a sense of what the

current state of neighbourhood changes

in Downtown Chinatown. We gathered

insight from community members,

leaders, and advocates and this revealed

understanding of neighbourhood change

in various forms, including constant,

demographic, and development

patterns. We also found patterns where

their insights corresponded with

planning and development trends in

Toronto’s downtown core.

Constant change or

accelerating change? 

Changes in Chinatown have always been

around albeit not at a constant pace.

Across several interviews, we heard

concessions that the "change process" is

inevitable, with half of the respondents

noting that the community should be "as

involved as possible...finding ways to

make sure that the needs of the

community are reflected in whatever

change is manifesting." Our analysis of

the development landscape in the area

reiterates this trend of change,

highlighting the development

applications submitted in Downtown

Chinatown over the years, highlighting

some significant spikes in recent years

Business as usual?!

"This whole point of businesses changing

and people moving in and out is not new

and has been going over for decades,"

notes Arlene Chan and echoed by others.

However, the nature of the change is.

different, now instead of independent

noodle shops or local tea shops replacing

older stores, global bubble tea chains and

ramen brands are trying their luck in

Chinatown. The retail landscape of

Chinatown, under a cultural facade of

family-owned, small Asian business, is

becoming increasingly corporate through

a process invisible to onlookers.

Spreading the Word

Questions and discussions about

neighbourhood change and

displacements did not come as a surprise

to most respondents but was highlighted

as coming to prominence following the

spotlight on the 315 Spadina mid-rise

development proposal and attention

raised through one of FOCT’s first public

campaigns against development. Similarly,

interview respondents indicated that there

have been more grassroots organizations

and committed local representatives

bringing related issues to the foreground

of public discourse both in and around the

neighbourhood.

2. Changing Chinatown 

Number of development applications by year
within Downtown Chinatown
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https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/application-information-centre/


Development Applications in Chinatown (2008-2020)
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Is it change or is it loss?

Most of our interview respondents

directly referenced the noticeable loss of

some of the smaller, locally owned and

operated “mom-and-pop” shops, giving

way to more common franchise

establishments. City planner Mladen

Kukic also noted that through

community consultations in the area, he

has also heard these concerns echoed

and that there was not an extraordinary

community need for large scale retailers

like major pharmacy brands, but a clear

concern for the possible loss of the

culturally competent and retailers

reflecting Chinatown’s unique heritage.

All interview respondents indicated

awareness of new developments

happening in the area's and the impacts

on retail and housing alike, many

attributing that to FOCT’s organizing.

BIA x Gentrification

Conversely, there are representatives of

property owner interests in the

community, like Tonny Louie, chair of the

Chinatown BIA, who indicated that they

prefer large brands as anchor tenants (a

main attraction inducing high consumer

traffic to a retail area). He does not

consider the famed Rolsan restaurant an

anchor tenant, despite their restaurant

being a local destination and weekly

draw for visits to Chinatown. He believes

that stores with higher priced offerings

would draw a ‘new group of people’ to

Chinatown ‘who can afford to spend

more’ in Downtown Chinatown. This

makes FOCT’s work doubly urgent, as the

pressure to gentrify Chinatown is not only

externally induced, but also comes from

within the Chinatown community.

Larger lots go first

Another key development aspect

discussed by interview respondents was

lot size functioning as a key indicator of

change. Interviewees with a familiarity

of city planning and processes noted

that larger lots in Chinatown will have a

higher likelihood of redevelopment.

Spadina is characterized by small,

narrower lots and fractured ownership,

which are less likely to have major

development potential. As emphasized

by both Councillor Layton and local City

Planner Mladen Kukic, development and

profitability are dependent on the size

of a lot. Mid-rise developments require

more land, and from a financial

perspective, developers are better suited

to construct larger scale mixed-use

buildings, typically condominiums, with

retail opportunities at the base floor. 

“In order to protect

the character of the

neighbourhood, we

have to embrace the

idea of businesses

that serve the

traditional Chinese

community in the area.

Not only, but [those]

that do or that can.”

- Councilor Mike Layton
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Although small building footprints are

not sought for major redevelopment,

interview respondents did also indicate

the possibility of land assembly, where

buyers purchase consecutive properties

with the possible goal of merging

smaller properties into larger, more

valuable sites for development.

Independent property owners we

interviewed revealed that they ‘have had

people knocking on their door’, and that

they only refused to sell to them

because “what would I do if I sold my

business? I wouldn’t have anything to

do!” 

Nevertheless, in addition to requiring

ownership of consecutive sites, the

process of merging property lots is a

lengthy process. This may be the single

‘organic’ factor, given the lack of

protections within municipal policy for

Chinatown’s unique character, that is

protecting the highly appealing small

frontages found in Chinatown’s existing

retail experience. A lot of these parcels

are still owned independently by

businesses and families and so

educating the community about the

potential cost of having developers

come in and start amalgamating

properties is a crucial step towards

maintaining community control.

Property markets are planned

As expected from the city’s mandate

towards emphasizing growth, the real

estate investment and development

context of the Kensington-Chinatown

community is one of increasing pressure.

Market trend data for properties sold in

the Kensington-Chinatown area show

that since 2010, property values have 

risen by 155% with the median price of

homes almost doubling over the 10-year

period. It should be noted, however, that

this increasing pressure is felt across the

entirety of downtown Toronto, and in

many respects, across the entire Greater

Toronto Area. A 10-year analysis of

Toronto property market data shows an

increase in value of 120%. The

comparatively higher trend of

Chinatown remains in-line with other

neighbourhoods located in the

downtown core.

While we see a very stark rise in property

value and an increasing loss of locally

owned business, the actual built form in

Chinatown remains unchanged in

recent years. Figure 11 shows the entirety

of completed development applications

in the Chinatown neighbourhood over

roughly the last 12 years. As you can see,

until the recent 315-325 Spadina

development, major developments in

the Chinatown area have only occurred

at the fringes of the Kensington-

Chinatown neighbourhood in large lots.

Municipal policy induces

neighbourhood change

The changes noted by interview

respondents exist within the context of

a rapidly changing Toronto Downtown.

Governments at the municipal, regional,

and provincial levels have established

policies that emphasize growth through

intensification. These policies are

designed with a broad region in mind,

often leading to uneven impacts on

local communities. In the downtown

core, 
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high land values pressure land holders

to pursue intensification. Chinatown is

no exception. Many of the evolving

patterns and “constant change” noted

by the community are the product of

municipal policy.

Official Plan policy

Much of what determines the vision for

the future of a neighbourhood and

enables the ways in which a

neighbourhood can change can be

found in a city’s Official Plan. Toronto’s

Official Plan contains policy for

developers, landowners, and the city

itself to follow to ensure that growth

occurs in a standardized process. When

development applications are received

by the City, they are always considered

against the policy found in the Official

Plan to determine whether the

development falls well enough within

the vision the City has for the urban

structure of that area. 

This is a job undertaken by the

community planner assigned to a

respective neighbourhood. In the case of

Chinatown, there are several relevant

sections in the Official Plan which

inform what the future of the

neighbourhood may look like.

Zoning by-law 

Municipal zoning is a set of “rules” that

govern what a building or property must

look like, or how it can or cannot

operate. While zoning can be appealed

and altered, the zoning conditions

found in the City’s by-law often provides

a strong starting point by which to

assess the context of a given

neighbourhood. Chinatown is mostly

zoned, particularly along the key

avenues of Spadina, Dundas, and

College, as a mixed-use area. This means

that the allowed use of structures in the

majority Chinatown comprise of both

commercial and residential uses. 

Chinatown's Existing Land Use Designations
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https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/official-plan-guidelines/official-plan/
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/zoning-by-law-preliminary-zoning-reviews/zoning-by-law-569-2013-2/
https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/97fe-cp-official-plan-Map-18_LandUse_AODA.pdf


Map of districts and Secondary Plans in Downtown Toronto's TOcore policy boundary
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Typically, this is reflected in ground-

level, and sometimes the second floor,

of structures to be assigned a

commercial or retail use while the

higher storeys are maintained for

residential apartments or

condominium units. While the built

form and tenants who occupy

Chinatown will continue to change

and evolve, the nature of the uses in

Chinatown is expected to remain

stagnant. Mixed use zoning is

appealing to both developers and the

city alike and allows for built form to

satisfy a multitude of neighbourhood

needs. We can expect that Chinatown,

particularly along the key avenues, will

continue to consist of buildings of

mixed use.  But as one respondent

noted, for the case of redevelopment,

“...we have to do our best to recreate

the circumstances and conditions,”

ensuring that the uses that were once

there have the space to comeback.

TOcore: Planning Downtown

Toronto’s downtown core is subject to

its own unique set of Official Plan

policies and Chinatown’s location

within the core of the City means it is

subject to the full effect of these

policies. In particular, the City calls for

policy that accommodates a density

target of 400 jobs and residents per

hectare combined in the Downtown

Core. The city also calls for a “range of

housing opportunities” which, when

combined with the mandate for

increased density, leads to

intensification and pressure on mid-

rise buildings to be redeveloped into

high-rise towers. 

Downtown Chinatown is bounded by

four, concurrent and very significant

areas of the downtown core which all

have their own planning studies or

special status beyond the TOcore

policies; to the west - a heritage

conservation district study bylaw for

Kensington; to the east - a special

designation with the TOcore plan for

the University health science district

which protects the area for

employment use; to the north - a

secondary plan for the University of

Toronto, and finally to the south, a

heritage conservation district for

Queen West’s commercial character.

This map shows that the bulk of

downtown Toronto has some form of

policy that affects development,

whether that be secondary plans or

heritage designations. So, its

important to recognize that

Chinatown is one of the few areas in

the TO core where developers have

less restrictions from the city. 

Chinatown Area Study

It is conspicuous that until 2019’s

Chinatown study proposal, Toronto has

not had an area study at any level or

particular planning designation for

Chinatown, while so many other

commercial areas of the downtown

core do. Despite being relatively

untouched by major redevelopments

in the last 15 years, Chinatown will face

strong development pressures in the

coming years due to the lack of any

city policy recognizing Chinatown as

worthy of protection.
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https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/planning-studies-initiatives/tocore-planning-torontos-downtown/


In fact, based on a jurisdictional scan

we conducted as part of our

background analysis, Toronto is one of

the few Chinatowns in Canada that do

not already have some unique policy

that applies to recognize and protect

its character. While this study will be

important for community

organizations centrally concerned with

preserving small retail frontages and

other issues regarding the built form

of Chinatown, an area study is

incredibly limited in what it can do to

prevent displacement as it only

regulates built form in new

developments and not the actual use

of any buildings. For organizers, it is

important to note that the current

planning framework centres its

concerns on broad use and not the

nature of the users. This further

supports the need for a proactive

community power strategy rather than

spending limited organizing

bandwidth on reactive, recognition

politics within the City’s planning

system.

315-325 Spadina in Context

It is under the above policies and by-

laws that the application for the

development 315-325 Spadina Avenue

will be reviewed by the City of Toronto.

According to the land use policy noted

above, the mixed-use denomination

and general height and size of the 315-

325 Spadina development should be

considered prototypical of future

development in the Chinatown area. 

Prior to and if not for, FOCT’s advocacy

campaign surrounding this project’s

consultation, city informants indicated

that it would have been approved with

minor revisions. Therefore, FOCT has

had more impact than they may

realize.

The project is viewed by many in the

Chinatown community as a sign of an

incoming wave of development. In our

interviews we asked the community to

place 315 in context of neighbourhood

change, and they repeatedly

mentioned the idea that rather than

being the latest in a trend of

development, 315 seems like a turning

point that sets the tone for

neighbourhood change moving into

the future.

blogTO coverage of FOCT's parody notice, 2019
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https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2019/te/bgrd/backgroundfile-140834.pdf
http://app.toronto.ca/AIC/index.do
https://www.blogto.com/real-estate-toronto/2019/11/toronto-parody-sign-rol-san/
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CHINATOWN-SPECIFIC POLICIES FROM NORTH AM.  CITIES

City/Chinatown Policy Name Policy Type

Vancouver Chinatown Historic Area Historic District

Vancouver Chinatown Neighbourhood Plan Area Plan

Vancouver Chinatown Economic Revitalization

Strategy

Economic Plan

Vancouver Chinatown HA-1 Design Guidelines Design Guidelines

Calgary Planning Chinatown Area Plan

Calgary Chinatown Retail Strategy Economic Plan

Edmonton Chinatown Economic Development

Plan

Economic Plan

Montréal Ensemble pour la vitalité du

Quartier chinois

Economic Plan

Victoria Old Town Design Guidelines Design Guidelines

San Francisco Chinatown Area Plan Area Plan

Boston Boston Chinatown Master Plan Area Plan

Seattle Chinatown-International District Area Plan

Portland New Chinatown/Japan Town

Historic District

Historic District

Los Angeles Greater Chinatown Historic Distric Historic District

Washington , D .C . Chinatown Cultural Development

Strategy

Economic Plan

Washington , D .C . Chinatown Design Guidelines Study

Report

Design

Guidelines

Honolulu Chinatown Action Plan Economic Plan

https://vancouver.ca/your-government/chinatown-historic-area-planning-committee.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/your-government/chinatown-historic-area-planning-committee.aspx
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/chinatown-neighbourhood-plan.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/chinatown-neighbourhood-plan.pdf
https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/chinatown-economic-revitalization-strategy.pdf
https://guidelines.vancouver.ca/C018.pdf
https://engage.calgary.ca/planningchinatown
https://www.edmonton.ca/documents/PDF/CTPWS2FBSum.pdf
https://www.realisonsmtl.ca/quartierchinois
https://www.victoria.ca/assets/Departments/Planning~Development/Community~Planning/Old%20Town%20Design%20Guidelines%202019%2003-28-2019%20LOW%20RES.pdf
https://generalplan.sfplanning.org/Chinatown.htm
http://www.mapc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2020MPDraft_ENGLISH_compressed.pdf
http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/OPCD/OngoingInitiatives/ChinatownInternationalDistrict/CIDFrameworkStatusReport.pdf
https://www.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2019-07/ctjt-guidelines-adopted_web.pdf
https://www.laconservancy.org/issues/city-market-and-market-chinatown-district
https://planning.dc.gov/page/chinatown-cultural-development-strategy
https://planning.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/op/page_content/attachments/CDG%20FINAL%20REDUCED.pdf
http://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/dpptod/chinatown_docs/ChinatownActionPlan-Final_3-16.pdf


Homogeneous to

heterogeneous Chinatown

Most interviewees have indicated

there is a clear demographic change

and shift occurring since the 1960’s

until present day. Chinatown has

changed a lot in past couple of

decades in terms of the people that

make it up. The consensus is that

Chinatown has shifted from a very

homogenous community into a

diverse and heterogeneous one. As

stated by Arlene Chan “Before WWII,

Chinatown was very homogenous with

people from the same dialect, today it

is very heterogeneous with people

from different generations, different

countries and different dialects.

Cantonese, which our interviewees

noted as once a dominant language,

has now made way for all sorts of non-

English languages including Mandarin.

According to several interviewees,

Chinatown was first inhabited by the

Jewish population, then came the

Taishanese, immigrants from Hong

Kong, boat people (Vietnamese

immigrants) and lastly, mainlanders

from China. Today, it is a diverse and

mixed population. Over 60% of the

neighbourhood residents are a visible

minority, and over half of the minority

is of self-identified Chinese ethnicity.

While the Chinese population has

gradually moved out of downtown

Chinatown, other new immigrant

groups have moved in and the visible

minority demographic has increased.

This continues the legacy of

Chinatown being a place for new

immigrants from all over the world.

Language Shift

Respondents have described the

demographic change and language shift

being spoken in Chinatown from

Cantonese to Mandarin. As expressed by

community member Emily, “one of the key

changes is the demographic of the

newcomers, traditionally there were more

Cantonese speaking people - now more of

the people who are coming speaks

Mandarin.” Respondents have also

indicated that if you do not speak

Mandarin, it may be a barrier to

understanding people in Chinatown. Tonny

Louie, Chair of Chinatown BIA states “these

days if you don’t speak Mandarin it is a

problem because not a lot of people speak

Cantonese anymore in Chinatown.”

Population Change &

Studentification 

Beyond an evolving make up of Chinese

language spoken, the Kensington-

Chinatown neighbourhood has undergone

a slew of broader demographic shifts over

time. Between 2006 and 2016, the

Chinatown-Kensington neighbourhood has

more than doubled in population to a total

of 18,000 residents. As noted in our

interviews, the neighbourhood remains

overwhelmingly characterized by a

working class, minority community. 

There has been a notable increase in

international students that both live in

Chinatown and find community within the

neighbourhood. As one respondent

described Chinatown is ‘a salve for

homesickness in a big university’. 
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The University of Toronto, OCAD, and

Ryerson University which collectively

surround and permeate the

Chinatown neighbourhood have

dramatically increased their

international student population in

recent years. Based on an ongoing

study regarding the studentification of

Toronto's Chinatown (Zhang,

forthcoming), the University of Toronto

alone enrolls more than ten thousand

Chinese nationals as international

students each year. Between 2011-

2018, enrollment of Asian + Pacific

international students increased by

~135%. International students from

China across all U of T campuses

increased by 200% within the same

period.

Generational shift

Danny Anckle, Director of Cecil

Community Centre predicts “the

demographic will change once again

in 5-10 years into a younger population

and a possibility that the makeup of

Southeast and East Asian populations

may change.” Along with the

prediction that the age of the

population will change, interviewees

have stated that there is a difficulty for

residents of Chinatown to age in place,

forcing a shift in residential

demographics where people are

moving to larger, and possible more

affordable housing in the suburbs such

as Scarborough, Richmond Hill and

Scarborough. The remaining

population, particularly the Chinese

population, is stratified between those

who are much older and the seasonal

student population.

Housing needs

Demographic analysis reiterates a need

stated by the Chinatown community

for affordable housing and community

services. A comparatively high portion

of Chinatown residents are renters (71%

in Chinatown vs. 34% in Toronto) with

housing considered unaffordable to

48% of the neighbourhood population,

which is higher than the citywide rate

of 36.6%. In fact, according to standard

metrics , the percentage of low-income

population in Chinatown is double that

of the Toronto average (35% vs. 17%). 

Other metrics also show an elevated

level of housing unaffordability. In

Toronto’s study on core housing needs,

half of the Kensington-Chinatown

population spends over 30% of their

income on housing. 10% of residents

live in self-identified “inadequate

housing” while 9% of homes in the

neighbourhood are classified by the

National Occupancy Standard as

unsuitable housing.  Its important,

however, to think of these housing

characteristics in context. While

Chinatown residents are more likely to

to be a renter in subsidized housing

(32% vs. 14% in Toronto), more likely to

pay more than 30% of their income for

rent (51% vs. 47% in Toronto), and more

likely to be a renter period (71% vs. 34%

in Toronto) median rents in the area

are significantly lower than the Toronto

average ($1050 vs. $1200). This

indicates the extent to which there is a

need not only for rental production,

but for deeply affordable rental

housing.
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Chinatown is still here

The demographic analysis supports

much of what has been witnessed and

documented by our interview

respondents. While the Chinese

population, and the Cantonese-

speaking Chinese population

continues to shrink over time, the area

is still home to over 10,000 Chinese

residents that require unique

community support from a social and

cultural perspective. It remains very

much a community defined by a

racialized working class that relies and

congregates based on the cultural

services that can't be found anywhere

else in the city.

community members make a journey

from outside the neighbourhood for.

Danny Anckle, Director of Cecil

Community Centre echoed that

culturally competent businesses are at

risk and need to be protected - “we

need to protect ethnic

neighbourhoods and protect a certain

amount of culturally competent

businesses in order to maintain the

authenticity of Chinatown.”

Who Drinks Bubble Tea?

In addition, nearly all respondents

noted the increase of international

franchises in Chinatown, and many

specifically mentioned bubble tea

stores as an example of this. Mike

Layton, City Councillor backed these

claims stating, "... [some businesses]

are switching over to bubble tea

shops." This also matches patterns of

relating to studentification as

discussed previously, which brings an

increasing shift in offerings that cater

to food trends for younger people. To

onlookers outside of the Asian

diaspora, this shift from locally owned

food businesses to corporate

restaurant brands goes unnoticed. This

signals a loss in community control,

over the cultural assets that are

produced and consumed within

Chinatown’s intangible heritage.

Where a local pho shop may have the

autonomy to decide upon offerings

that respond to the unique

community culture of Toronto’s

Chinatown, the staff members at an

international ramen brand cannot

exercise the same degree of

autonomy. 

3. Valuing Chinatown

A key component of our interviews was

to collect information from our

respondents to understand what was at

risk of being lost in Chinatown. In other

words, why should anyone care about

the displacement occurring here.

Culturally competent

businesses

Most respondents reflected on the loss

of businesses in Chinatown, primarily

Chinese and Vietnamese businesses.

Some respondents highlighted that

when a Chinese business closes, a non-

Chinese business opens. Along with the

loss of Chinese businesses, respondents

asserted that culturally competent (and

language diverse) service providers are

at risk. For example, health services such

as the optometrist’s and orthodontist's

office at 315 Spadina highlight the value

of Chinatown as a centre for culturally

competent services that many 
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Deeply Affordable housing:

Loss of Dwelling Rooms

We also heard unease about the loss of

and conversions of rooming houses (or

dwelling rooms), with local historian

Arlene Chan relaying the concern that

this is causing residential

displacement and permanent losses to

deeply affordable housing units in

Toronto. Our research into planning

studies for the City of Toronto confirms

that this is the case: “In recent years,

there has been an increase in the

number of dwelling rooms that are

being lost due to redevelopment.” (City

of Toronto) Chinatown has the highest

concentration of rooming houses, both

declared and undeclared, in Toronto.

This is providing deeply affordable

housing stock to embedded

community members such as seniors

who live on their own. 

Because the City of Toronto’s Official

Plan rental replacement policies and

Municipal Code By-law for Rental

Demolition and Conversion do not

provide the ability to address the loss

of rental housing that is in the form of

dwelling rooms. In response to these

pressures, the City is drafting a policy

entitled ‘Policies to Address the Loss of

Dwelling Rooms’ which is meant to

emulate rental unit protection that

already exists within the Official Plan.

The policies would require the same

amount of dwelling room gross floor

area to be replaced in the new

development as rental housing and

help provided to displaced tenants.

Deeply Affordable Food

Chinatown has also served as a critical

source of culturally appropriate food

security for those within the Asian

diaspora and low-income people from

all parts of the city. Furama Bakery, a

known destination for deeply

affordable food’s recent closure during

this pandemic is just one notable

example of how precarious

Chinatown’s cultural food institutions

are. Yet again, within the Chinatown

community there are those who seek

to exclude these sources of food

security. “In 10 years, who is going to

be selling $2 soup, nobody will care.”

was an adamant projection shared by

the BIA. Currently Ding Dong Bakery,

which is one of the businesses set to

be displaced by 315-325 Spadina’s

development offers buns and baos for

under $1.

Line ups during 2020 upon news of Furama
Bakery's upcoming closure  on Spadina Ave.
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However, this policy is being appealed to

the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal

(LPAT).  We recommend that organizers

concerned with housing justice stay

vigilant and join the chorus of housing

justice community groups in Toronto

that support this policy and want to push

it even further to protect deeply

affordable housing in downtown Toronto. 

But where will the Grannies sell

their garden veggies?

Beyond this, the ‘Chinatown Veggie

Grandmas on the Corner’ were frequently

a topic that came to mind amongst

respondents. Though many struggled to

articulate exactly how the specific

neighbourhood phenomena of elderly

Chinese women selling their homemade

dumplings and backyard grown

vegetables on street corners represented

what was at risk, it was clear through our

interviews that these neighbourhood

figures were emotional cornerstones of

many community members’ mental

image of their Chinatown experience. 

Whether grannies can continue to be as

they are on a main intersection of

Chinatown and do as they please serve

as a meaningful litmus test as to who

exactly Chinatown is for. Displacement is

not only an external factor upon

Chinatown as a whole, often it has come

from within. In an interview with us, BIA

chair Tonny indicated that he proposed

and completed Huron Square’s

‘revitalization’ to ‘clean up’ street vendors

from this central square within

Chinatown. He also emphasized

to us during the interview that street

vending is ‘illegal’.

Huron Square or Hostile

Square?

Whereas the intersection of Huron and

Dundas used to be a space ideal for

informal community activities and

gathering due to its wide sidewalks, now

two red structures block this space for

the purpose of being Granny deterrents.

A community member who was raised

in Chinatown observed that ‘no one

hangs out there anymore, it’s weird.’ The

urgency of protecting Chinatown as an

accessible space of low-income seniors

is made even clearer as we are not only

facing external displacement pressures

from the city’s planning system, but also

active displacement from within the

Chinatown community.

Intangible impacts of

gentrification

In addition to the physical risks of rapid

neighbourhood change, there are other

adverse effects that may be not be

immediately apparent that can take a

toll. An interviewed community

member noted that just “the

anticipation that people have of being

displaced...will lead to this loss of sense

of community.” Major changes to

established neighbourhoods can have

negative effects on mental health,

increase resident stress levels, and

potentially disrupt social ties as

highlighted in a 2018 report from New

York City. And losing these supports can

have a detrimental impact on the social

fabric of these communities.
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Will Chinatown only be for

tourists?

Respondents also believe the heritage

and identity of Chinatown is getting

lost, they fear Chinatown is in danger

of being a shell of Chinatown and

turning into a typical tourist

destination. Hannia Cheng from Tea

Base backed these fears, echoing

“tourism is helpful, but Chinatown can

do so much more than appealing to

consumers.”  Hannia Cheng further

states “if Chinatown becomes

unaffordable, it becomes a caricature

of itself, it becomes this vacuum [...] a

fake set version of itself [...] it no longer

serves its original purpose. No one who

works there - lives there”. With that, an

observation that many respondents

have made is that affordable housing

in Toronto is at risk as developments

are rolling into Chinatown. 

property, businesses, and organizations,

so that it is ‘rooted in place’ and not at

risk of leaving the community.”This term,

new to many, received a mixed response

when asked if the term and/or definition

resonated with them. Community leaders

(the majority of whom we interviewed)

do not have a commonly held

understanding of how community

control relates to ownership. Indicating

what organizing and membership

education work will be needed for

people to fully understand the

consequences of a lack of community

ownership over material assets which

facilitate the production of intangible

cultural assets.

This finding indicated that the

terminology of ‘community control’ may

not be particularly useful to form a basis

of engagement. In addition, definitions of

the term were less important in

discussion than the impact of the term.

However, the link between cultural

heritage and its material base already

has a traditional foundation within the

Asian diaspora; that is the emphasis on

land ownership as a source of security

and cultural status. This may provide a

shortcut when engaging a broader,

intergenerational community around the

goals and mission of a Chinatown Land

Trust.

4. Chinatown Land Trust

Gauging understanding and

interpretation of the phrase

“Community Control” was a key

component of not only our interviews,

but the project overall. Throughout the

interviews there were a few prominent

observations addressing concepts of

ownership as a tool and the need to

define community and foster a unified

front when advocating for Chinatown.

As part of the interview process, we

had provided the respondents with a

definition of “Community Control”

through our questionnaires. Our

definition is detailed: “the community

ownership of capital - this can mean 

“When I think of community

ownership...I think of

community being the

stewards of their land.”

- Mladen Kukic, City Planner
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Unity in diversity

Discussions of control of capital, also led

to some considerations about fostering

a unified front. A handful of community

members highlighted the diverse group

of people who make up the community.

The terminology is broad, but likewise

so is the category of people who refer to

Chinatown as their community: those

who live within the boundaries, those

who identify with the community but

don't live in the community, people who

are linked through class, culture,

language and so on. 

The need for a clear definition of

community as a foundation of any form

of Community Control was highlighted

as foundational to a sustainable

Chinatown community. Hannia Cheng,

from Tea Base, noted that any form of

Community Control needs to be

centered on the people, "... people

always want to capture what makes

Chinatown, Chinatown, and the last

thing they consider, the unquantifiable

thing- it's not architecture of buildings,

heritage is the people." Interviewees

also noted the key function or success

of Community Control is the ability to

work proactively versus reactively.

Existing control & ownership

Instead of asking whether this

neighbourhood can build community

control, we need to ask who in the

community currently holds community

control over Chinatown? For instance,

there are still many small, independent

property owners and businesses owned

by families that consider themselves a

part of Chinatown’s community. One 

respondent provided an example of

faith-based organizations own and

operate several rooming houses and

sponsor international students

studying in surrounding universities.

Another example was found from our

cultural assets scan and historical

research – family associations and

benevolent clan associations. These

community groups and associations,

once a safe harbour for new

immigrants and marginalized workers,

may still own the buildings they

operate within and continue to

provide deeply affordable rooming

units for seniors in the community. 

“...a form of control where

the  community, whatever

that means, is involved in

decision making and what

might be happening around

a specific site or a specific

topic."

- community member

Some respondents noted that concepts

of ownership can be loaded within the

East Asian diaspora. The rise of East

Asian capital in recent decades also

means that there are those with

substantial property ownership and

business ownership within Chinatown

The Hong Kong based developers of

Dragon City mall were mentioned in two

interviews as an example of applying

capital to serve community
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needs of existing residents and

businesses. To ensure Chinatown’s

community needs are met in the future

rather than displaced, the

neighbourhood’s low-income residents

can no longer rely on the whims of

individualized landholders. Anti-

displacement organizers should

consider how to share the ownership of

Chinatown’s existing material assets and

spaces of cultural heritage into

collectivity, to benefit and protect those

most vulnerable in Chinatown.

Democratic control over

Chinatown

One aspect of control resonated with all

respondents, which was shared decision

making. Even the BIA chair called for

shared community conversations, to

share decision making on community

matters. The idea of community having a

seat at the table in the decision-making

process was vague, but well supported.

Danny Anckle from the Cecil Community

center echoed these sentiments,

emphasizing that ownership should be

fluid “and it's important to have some

democratic process for what happens in

whatever strategy of Community Control

is undertaken whether that be a

Community land trust or anything else.”  

In contrast, a respondent also noted the

need for more formal or explicit modes

of control and that “...being thrown

tidbits of opportunity here and there

and there to be part of the decision is

not community control, otherwise FOCT

and other interest groups attending

those community meetings wouldn’t

have to fight so hard.” This also matches 

the background reports from other

anti-displacement policy reports, which

conclude that small reforms to the

conditions such as guaranteeing first

right of refusal for tenants, kickbacks

(community benefits) from developers

and heritage recognition, do not

address the fundamental lack of

property ownership and by extension,

community futures on that land.

“…people always want to

capture what makes

Chinatown Chinatown,

and the last thing they

consider, the

unquantifiable thing - 

it’s not the architecture, 

it’s not the buildings. 

Heritage is the people.”

- Hannia Cheng, Tea Base

Jean Lumb with loudspeaker in a Save
Chinatown rally (1960s), Jean Lumb Collection
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Chinatown Land Trust 

A key objective for our interview research

was to gauge the interest the Chinatown

community leadership has in building

community control and addressing

displacement through a land ownership

mechanism such as a land trust. 

In most instances, CLTs utilize their

acquired land to protect already existing

uses that the community finds as

important. This includes residential uses,

such as the Parkdale Neighbourhood

Land Trust, which protects rooming

houses through community owned land,

but can also include commercial land

trusts for protecting commercial uses

deemed vital to the community as well.

Since the land is owned by the

community, the fate of the land is often

resolved through local, democratic

processes ensuring that the land serves

the best interest of its community

stakeholders.

As the themes drawn from our interview

responses indicate, the case for a CLT is

well fitting for the nature of change that

community members are witnessing.

CLTs are effective at preserving

affordable housing -- something at the

forefront of the Chinatown community’s

concerns. To add, a Community Control

strategy that takes property off the

speculative market is well fit for

neighbourhoods like Chinatown that are

situated within an urban core facing

pressures to capitalize on land value.

“There's a mutual aid

element to it...folks

protecting one another in

this space.”

- Edward Wong, Canadian

Chinese National Council
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Community perspectives on a

land trust mandate

Most respondents, if not all, believe a

Community land trust will benefit

Chinatown to preserve existing

housing and extend affordable

housing. As one respondent noted,

affordable housing is the bare

minimum, and that the community

request for it should not be that

difficult to obtain. In addition to

housing, Councillor Mike Layton

encourages Chinatown’s proposed CLT

to encompass retail uses as well. He

caveats his support for the mechanism

by stating that the process of a

community acquiring land is lengthy,

hard work. “CLTs are exciting but there

is a lot of work to be done if

Chinatown wants one as it is a lengthy

process.”

Respondents believe the binding

legalisation associated with securing a

CLT is key to long-term change. Danny

Anckle from the Cecil Community

Centre echoes this, noting that

“societal change really has to be

rooted in policy and legalese...because

those are the hardest to flip."

Respondents understand that securing

a CLT is one step closer to securing

affordable housing, protecting

culturally competent businesses, and

preserving the heritage of Chinatown.

Land trust as Community

Cultural Center

Moreover, respondents voice a need to

preserve heritage and community

gathering spaces. A common hope for

community ownership of land beyond

the preservation of affordable housing

is to have it secure cultural resources

(such as a Chinatown cultural centre)

in downtown Chinatown, like

Scarborough and other Chinatowns

around the world. Arlene Chan and

Emily both indicated support for

community gathering spaces. This

would represent a unique mandate for

the Downtown Chinatown Community

land trust. Arlene noted that Toronto is

one of the only Chinatowns that does

not have a Chinese Cultural Centre

serving intergenerational gatherings in

a downtown core.

“…societal

change...has to be

rooted in policy and

legislation.”

- Danny Anckle, Cecil

Community Centre
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analysis using information gathered

through databases from the City of

Toronto and real estate portals, other

Community land trust and Community

Control reports, academic articles, and

Key informant interviews to identify

patterns of development relevant to

the Chinatown neighbourhood. The

goal is to establish a set of criteria for

the community to find signs of future

development and organize

accordingly. The following are a few

patterns drawn from our analysis:

1. Major avenue mid-rise parcels

Development application history

accessed through City of Toronto Open

Data for the Kensington-Chinatown

neighbourhood shows major

redevelopments, including

redevelopments of mid-rise buildings

into condominiums, occurring most

often on the major roads of College,

Dundas, and Bathurst.  Furthermore,

most properties along Chinatown’s

major streets are underutilized

according to the current Official Plan

policy from the city, particularly in

areas zoned as mixed-use. This leads

to the City and developers having a

mutual interest in densifying and

redeveloping many of the parcels that

currently have mid-rise buildings with

many of Chinatown’s culturally

competent businesses within them.

The Chinatown community’s first and

highest priority for Community Control

should concern the properties that fall

within this category.

Community governance

Councillor Mike Layton stated, “co-ops are

essentially land trusts and the largest CLT

in Toronto is a co-op.” Similar associations

about shared ownership and co-ops came

from one of our interviewees Hannia

Cheng from the community arts

organization Tea Base is working to

convert their organization into a co-op.

However, Cheng had voiced her concerns

of a CLT, articulating “the possibility of

boards, trusts getting corrupt and how

the internal makeup is key to community

power, but things get complicated with

bureaucracy.”

This concern corresponds with findings

from a recent report which summarized

the commonalities between successful

land trust initiatives. 'Successful TCLOs

tend to focus on developing

a strong base, develop multiple broader

classes of membership, and build trust

between the board and the membership

through co-developing shared analysis.'

(MITCoLab A Guide To Transformative

Land Strategies).

Identifying At-Risk Properties in

Chinatown

One of the first steps undertaken in a

movement to acquire land for the

purpose of a Community land trust is to

find properties in the community that are

at-risk of gentrification. This exercise in

risk assessment provides information to

stakeholders and the community as to

what land, and therefore what

institutions, community and cultural

groups, businesses, and organizations are

most susceptible to displacement with

this in mind, we have conducted an 
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Reports on non-profits and academic

institutions on neighbourhood change

and Community Control cite high

levels of evictions as an indicator of

gentrification in its early stages. 

 Property managers and landlords

often evict tenants prior to the sale or

renovation of a property to raise rents

or accelerate neighbourhood change.

Parkdale’s Rooming House Study cites

the sale or change in ownership of a

property, along with eviction reports to

be a strong indicator of incoming

redevelopment efforts.

Land parcels in Chinatown, and in

particular the properties along the

Spadina avenue, are highly fragmented

with many parcels having a frontage only

as wide as a single commercial business.

This acts as a defense mechanism

against financialized landlords and

gentrifying redevelopment. Smaller

parcels often cannot be profitably

redeveloped due to the lack of

marketable development options.   

 

The only choice available to developers

who look to redevelop these areas is to

buy up a bundle of adjacent properties

and combine them into a single lot for

development. This consolidation process

is costly, uncertain, and lengthy for

developers. The Chinatown community

should be wary if there is news of a single

firm or entity buying multiple properties

in proximity. Furthermore, any property

that has a lot size larger than its

surrounding properties (corner properties

on major intersections are a common

example of this) should be flagged for

high risk.

2. Large parcels

3. Land assembly

4. Properties rumoured to be put up

for sale, or undergoing high levels of

eviction
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This section consolidates the

recommendations we have introduced

throughout the report. By and large,

the recommendations follow a tone of

“continue the work you have already

started.” The Chinatown community,

as we have discussed in the report,

have a long, storied history fighting

displacement and rallying around

issues impacting their neighbourhood.

We propose that Friends of Chinatown

continue pushing forward in

establishing representation and

coalition building in and across

communities, but also keep one eye

on the long-term, sustainable goals of

Community Control and the formation

of a community land trust. 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

1.  Stake the ground

In the choir of many voices that stand for

Chinatown’s diverse interests, we

recommend FOCT continue to take a strong

and clearly defined position centering the

needs of workers, tenants and low-income

members of the community rather than try

a broader claim to all sides of the Asian

community in Toronto.

Sentiments echoed through many of the

interviews conducted highlighted the

prominence and impact FOCT has in

Downtown Chinatown. The work conducted

has helped set a precedent for any

development seeking a place in Chinatown,

particularly with regards to housing.

Through robust, diverse community

engagement and grassroots organizing,

FOCT has been able to support affordable

housing attainment and serves overall as a

protective force, a comment relayed in

many interviews.

2. Coalition building

While many respondents have

expressed the idea to get unified

support in Chinatown is difficult

because of the diversity and

heterogeneity of Chinatown. From the

very beginning of our project and

throughout the choice of our Key

informant interviews, one of goals was

to build a coalition to unify Chinatown.

There is a great opportunity for all

community leaders, residents,

business owners, and organizations to

come together and have a shared

vision of Chinatown. 

Sentiments and themes extracted

from the number of interviews prove

similarities in the needs and changes

of Chinatown and what must be done

to preserve Chinatown’s heritage and

affordable housing. FOCT has been on

the forefront of mobilizing community

involvement and has been securing

victories along the way, now it is time

to come together and take the next

step together to unifying Chinatown. 

 Echoing our interviewees “power is

the people; heritage is the people”.

A first step in this process of solidarity

outreach is for Chinatown community

organizers to engage and follow the

Kensington Market - Heritage

Conservation District study started in

2016. Friends of Kensington Market has

made significant headway towards

protecting its neighbourhood and 
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businesses from displacement through

the municipal planning process, in

addition to their own land trust project.

Continuing to share knowledge in both

directions makes organizing resilient.

3. Establish Chinatown through

data

Following the previous recommendation

of establishing a defined spatial

boundary of Chinatown, we also propose

that Chinatown continue to establish its

presence through the publication of

reports and data. Reports such as the

one you are currently reading are

significant assets for organizers

advocating for a singular Chinatown

community and vying for political

power.

We propose that future community

organizing establish a spatial boundary

for Chinatown when dealing with issues

external to the community and when

advocating within the recognition

politics of the city. Increased community

mapping efforts, such as customizing a

Chinatown neighbourhood specific

profile which excludes Kensington and

Alexandra Park help us establish the

state of community need much more

precisely. This is not an entirely

unproblematic process of course,

creating boundaries will exclude people

from what has thus far been a highly

malleable and inclusive place. 

However most other Chinatown groups

in other cities have often required a

boundary or created a boundary for

pragmatic purposes to conduct 

community organizing, such as

establishing the membership structure

of tenants' unions. This consistency will

provide the community with a strong

sense of unity and will project a sense

of organization and clarity when

working with external groups. The lack

of formal community recognition of

Toronto’s Chinatown at any

government level cannot be

understated. For example, while the

Canadian Census used for our

demographic analysis supplies a level

of granularity to the Kensington-

Chinatown level, there is no data

available for Chinatown specifically.

At the time of our report's writing, at

least two other graduate researchers

(Corals Zheng, York University & Phat

Le, University of Toronto) are also

dedicating efforts towards

documenting, analyzing and

formalizing existing knowledge in

Chinatown and situating it within

broader trends. We encourage readers

to engage with their forthcoming work

in addition to remixing our findings for

community advocacy and engagement.

Further research specific to the

downtown Chinatown community only

provides more ammunition for

negotiations with governments, non-

profits and foundations, and

developers. It also serves as

membership education and

engagement material. Spreading

knowledge of the power systems and

organizing history of Chinatown widely

in the community strengthens and

builds a decentralized grassroots base

of expertise,
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4. People's planning for a

Community land trust 

The process of acquiring land and

implementing a community land trust

is a long-term process that requires an

immense amount of effort. For the

Downtown Chinatown community,

this process is in its early stages but

very much in motion. At this stage it is

vital that a mandate for democratic

Community Control and the vision for

community land ownership is well

supported by local grassroots

stakeholders and higher-level

organizations such as governments

and non-profit foundations. 

With this in mind, and incorporating

insights from our research in this

report, we recommend Friends of

Chinatown and Downtown

Chinatown’s community land trust

vision continue emphasizing a

democratic and participatory visioning

process for Community Control to

support the community land trust

effort.

The primary focus should be to

generate buy-in from internal

community stakeholders. This includes

building trust, particularly cross-

generational trust, through education

and conversation with the elderly

population of the Chinatown

community. Understanding that

movements for Community Control

are generally driven by younger,

progressive organizers, cultivating

respect and understanding across

dimensions of the community is

crucial.
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In addition, reaching out to other

equity-seeking, grassroots organizers

that operate adjacent to the

Downtown Chinatown community

and FOCT. Community land trust

organizations never operate in

isolation and always require an

ecosystem of organizations and

infrastructure that collectively support

a movement towards economic

democracy. All of this is an effort to

educate and activate the community

in such a way that a shared collective

vision can be advocated for by the

community land trust organization.

Informing the community of a land

ownership vision is a preliminary step,

but for a community to truly buy in, it

must see the CLT process as one that

achieves a broader Community

Control vision for the neighbourhood,

not simply a one-off event.  

4.a Ensure Chinatown's land trust

mandate on a set of inclusive,

equity-based guiding principles

Our findings show that Chinatown

community organizations as a broad

collective have historically

experienced mission drift away from

centering the needs of the working

class, and those most marginalized by

displacement. In setting up a

Community land trust, it is important

to keep in mind that this structure
will not inherently guarantee anti-
oppressive outcomes and impacts

unless it is led by a clear set of guiding

principles which safeguard future

generations of Downtown Chinatown

CLT leaders from losing sight of their

mandate.
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For a Community land trust to be an

inclusive and equitable tool for

Chinatown’s community, it will be key

to continue building towards a

foundation of anti-oppressive guiding

principles and future bylaws. In

specific, we recommend that FOCT

consider how this project will relate to

the Indigenous lands it is situated on

and ensure that upholding the Dish

with One Spoon wampum agreement

and Treaty 13 is in the DNA of this

initiative. FOCT should continue

holding space in Chinatown for

community dialogue addressing this

issue, to generate specific safeguards

to address the presence of anti-Black

racism within Chinatown’s community,

before we are able to build Community

Control.

4.b Fundraising and acquiring

property

An ecosystem of community control
in Chinatown must have a material
base in order to achieve equity in

neighbourhood decision making rather

than varying levels of inclusion in

piecemeal. Therefore acquiring

property for community use, in light of

increasing levels of displacement risk,

is critical.

Further studies should be done to map

current assets held within Chinatown's

community organizations and by

community members broadly. This

should include 1. an estimate of how

many independant businesses and

nonprofits own their operating spaces;

2. an estimate of how many units of

deeply affordable housing are currently 

owned by faith-based organizations,

family associations and benevolent

societies; 3. an estimate of how many

rooming houses (both registered and

unregistered) are active in Chinatown; 4.

a network to track which community

members are being approached by

those assembling adjacent properties 5.

an assessment of whether there are

majority land holders within the

community.

In addition to this, community

organizations and the Chinatown land

trust should continue maintaining

dialogue with the City and their

political representatives in planning for

property acquisition. Successful CLTs

often acquire property with the support

of city governments either by

expropriation, land donations or simply

as a powerful convener for purchasing

property out-right in partnership with

funders.

 

Based on the best practices for

organizing land trusts, Chinatown has

all the key ingredients, and talented

organizers running the show. A well

positioned Chinatown land trust should

do legal and technical groundwork in

anticipation of a successful acquisition

campaign.

Would independant property owners in

Chinatown consider selling their

property to the land trust one day? Or

will their only option be to sell to the

highest bidder, as they retire their

businesses and leave Chinatown?



For example, by setting guidelines for

maximum store frontage on Spadina

avenue, the area study can deter large

retailers from targeting the area.

The second example of immediately

relevant policy for Chinatown anti-

displacement efforts is the City’s draft

policy titled “Policies to Address the

Loss of Dwelling Rooms” designed to

protect existing dwelling room

housing much in the same way that

rental housing is by requiring equal

amount of dwelling room square

footage to be replaced when

redevelopments remove existing stock.

The policy is currently being appealed

through the Local Planning Appeal

Tribunal, which presents an

opportunity for FOCT and the

Downtown Chinatown community to

engage with other Toronto housing

justice community groups in efforts to

protect existing affordable housing

across the City. 

5. Meanwhile: holding the city

planning process accountable

While the Community land trust

mandate is an incredibly powerful

vision for achieving Community

Control in Chinatown, it is a long-term

goal. In the meantime, displacement

specifically in the form of the loss of

affordable housing and small, locally

owned and culturally competent

business continues at an accelerating

pace. As mentioned in an earlier

recommendation, FOCT and the

Downtown Chinatown community

already present itself as an established

front in the eyes of the city council.

One of the most effective and

immediate ways contributing to anti-

displacement is the community

presence in the arenas of municipal

policy. 

We recommend two ongoing policy

processes for the Chinatown

community to rally around. The first is

the Chinatown area study already in

process. While the policy coming out

of these types of area studies typically

cannot alter uses or propose strong

changes that stray from the mandates

of the Official Plan, our respondents

from the City have noted that there is

significant opportunity for certain built

form and urban design policy to

emerge from the area study that may

ease pressures on existing businesses

and act as a defense against incoming

development and gentrification. 
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organizations, and grassroots

community organizations that have

come and gone and will continue to

spring up again. So instead of asking

whether Chinatown can build

Community Control, we need to ask

who currently holds Community

Control over Chinatown within the

community? And how can we work to

share that control? How will we begin

to shift the ownership of Chinatown’s

assets in collectivity in order to benefit

and protect those most vulnerable in

Chinatown: seniors, workers, students,

low-income people and immigrants.

It is clear from our findings that there

is a dire need for a new generation of

progressive, inclusive, and proactive

voices to inherit Chinatown’s

Community Control, and fight further

displacement. These are exactly the

voices which FOCT represents.

Chinatown is indeed changing a;

however, the nature of that change is

extraordinary. Chinatown no longer

speaks one language and does not

share a unified politic compared to

the anti-displacement movement that

fought for Toronto’s First Chinatown.

Culturally competent businesses are

closing at alarming rates, the stores

that replace them are global corporate

brands. Development applications

within Chinatown are trending

upwards and the inflection point that

315-325 Spadina Avenue represents is

emblematic of the growth-oriented

planning frameworks that induce

development pressure unevenly across

Toronto’s neighbourhoods,

disproportionately affecting

historically marginalized areas like

Chinatown. Amidst all the change,

Chinatown’s obvious and unique value

continues to go unrecognized by any

formal government policies. While

FOCT has already had a significant

impact on policies and in reaction to

specific developments in the

neighbourhood, it is time to develop a

proactive strategy that leverages the

robust organizing FOCT has already

achieved.

We started this project looking for

ways that Chinatown can build

Community Control and ended up

discovering that Toronto’s Chinatown

community already has a strong

lineage of Community Control even if

they are not called by that name.

There are an abundance of cultural

assets and social infrastructure such as

family associations, faith-based 

R E F L E C T I O N S

Chinatown Street Vendors
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Compared to other neighbourhood anti-

displacement organizing efforts,

Chinatowns may have more assets than

they realize to begin this work with.

Within the broad Chinatown community,

there are still many small, independent

property and business owners. Would

they ever consider the generational

future of businesses with community in

mind?  Could we ensure that culturally

competent businesses that provide

deeply affordable services and products,

and low barrier work for immigrants

continue to be viable in Chinatown by

converting them into cooperatives or

community-owned enterprises? Could

we guarantee that our family

associations and community

organizations are never at risk of leaving

this neighbourhood, by converting these

properties into land trusts? This is the

planning work ahead that will guide the

Downtown Chinatown Community land

trust. Will you join this vision?
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